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	Kulturflash, no: 
	 263, 13 November 2008_1: Kultureflash, Artworker of the week #71: Sterling Ruby Los Angeles-based American artist Sterling Ruby is widely recognized for his distinctive methods of making, fusing unlikely components in two and three dimensions, and applying his unique visual flavour to a spectrum of media both static and time based. Heavily steeped in critical theory, Ruby's work draws from a variety of sources from minimalism (in particular a sort of neo-minimalist's call to arms against the institutions implemented by Donald Judd -- a long held tenet of Ruby's that has often been misinterpreted as materialism) to Roger Caloise's observations of insects. His current show at Sprueth Magers is the third instalment of the Ripper series, and deploys painting, sculpture and a sort of hybrid assemblage in an investigation of colour (the show is entitled Spectrum Ripper) alongside his signature deconstructive positioning of the organic against the geometric. This exhibition also coincides with the opening of his recent collaboration with Raf Simons in Tokyo, where Ruby designed the complete interior of a shop to showcase Simons' fashion line. This interview was conducted in person on 9th October, 2008. Emily McMehen: Do you think you could tell me a little bit about your concept of space as it applies to your work? If the convention of space is something that we are meant to occupy temporarily, or something that we are meant to pass through, what role do you think your work plays in relation to the viewer in that respect? Sterling Ruby: Well I think it varies from project to project. Personally I don't hold any major allegiance to a concrete idea about my work and space. I guess I'm interested in space itself -- like a kind of Kubrick model of space -- a monolithic version of space that contains everything from transcendence to creation. I guess you could call it a spiritual sense of space. About five years ago I did this rewriting of Roger Caloise's Mimickry And Pyschoanaesthesia. When he wrote it, it was primarily about insects -- specifically insects when they couldn't simulate geometry or assimilate to geometry. In my version I changed the references, which was his subject matter and replaced them with human subject matter. Not being able to assimilate to a geometric space is really horrible -- and it has a tendency to make people schizophrenic. That places itself into ideas we have about space; institutional space, for example, or the idea of prison, or being imprisoned. It's like the Supermax systems of the United States and the way that containment is always about repressed space and what that does to the people who live in it. EM: It's funny you say that actually. Zizek in the introduction to one of his books [Interrogating The Real], talks about how in Spain under Franco there was a series of tortures that prisoners would undergo as a means of interrogation based on Surrealism. Did you know about this? SR: Yeah, I did. EM: There were these Surrealist cells that were designed so that everything was on a 20-degree slope, or where blocks would protrude at odd angles from the walls or be painted in colours that were designed to make people submit as a result of being profoundly disoriented... SR: Right, right. That's a total institutional thing that goes on even today with rehabilitation centres, you know, AA centres, NA centres -- Narcotics Anonymous -- and penitentiaries. There are certain colours that are used to provide certain sequences of, well, mood swings [laughs].  
	 263, 13 November 2008_2: And also of course this defining moment when you are going to be in this contained space that is very oppressive and confining and might be forever. I'm sure that really fucks with your head. EM: You could almost say that the gallery space is a sort of micro version of that. SR: A lot of times, yeah. And I recently -- over the last couple of years -- have been trying to deal with that. This show is the last of a set of three, a sort of trilogy. The first one was at Emi Fontana Gallery in Italy and it was called Zen Ripper. In the States "Zen" is most often used in the vocabulary of interior design -- like trying to make things Feng Shui. Emi's space is kind of round and it has all of these curved archways and there's no real heavy edge on any of the surfaces because they've all been plastered over and over for the last 50 years, so you know, it's very soft. I installed the first part of the trilogy, the Zen Ripper part in her space, based on these four geometric Formica forms that were completely inscribed with gang insignia, and they filled up the space. They kind of cut through and sliced through these amorphous walls in her space. She's got more of a cave space, and that's unusual. Most galleries these days are just white cubes with fluorescent tracks, whereas her space is really sort of soft and elegant. These sculptures just cut right through that and they were so overbearing that you didn't have any room. You had to duck under them, squeeze though gaps against the walls and it was completely anti Feng Shui. I mean you didn't even have any room to look at them. EM: That was something else I wanted to ask you -- it seems like the organic is almost kind of a solvent to the geometric in your work. Well, I guess the transition could really go either way, but it seems to me in the work of yours that I've seen that geometric forms are often answered by this kind of chaotic disintegration. Some of the forms are quite animated in that sense. Even though they're static, you can really see this transition taking place. So I was wondering if -- because you seem to also combine these other elements of architecture, geometry, painting, drawing, sculpture -- there is a history in that relationship between the organic and the geometric that brings these elements together for you. SR: Well they started out like didactic or biomorphic forms, this took place when I was living in Chicago and studying at the Art Institute. I had a bunch of friends who were art therapy majors, the school has an amazing Psychology programme, and they were all doing these studies about how  to treat kids, or juvenile delinquents, and they talked a lot about clay [laughs]. Clay was the most significant medium you could use for this type of therapy. And that's how that general idea of the anthropomorphic or the biomorphic or the expressive form came to inhabit the work. I remember I took this weekend class with these different people, these different aged people, there were some grandparents, there were a bunch of middle-aged guys, some troubled teens, and it happened that after a month we were all making the same work. We weren't really being taught to build forms. We weren't given any specific instructions on technique. We were all just given these hunks of clay and they talked us through kiln temperatures and glazes, but nothing about building techniques, and I was completely enamoured by the fact that these biomorphic forms, even hyper-sexualized forms, were being made by everybody, regardless of what age they were. Once those forms came out of the kiln, they were like these truncated forms of what they once were, these truncated monuments of a type of expression. So, regardless of the form or the shape or the nature of the medium, I've always tried to get something out of this idea of an expression being truncated. Sprueth Magers is going to have a giant stalagmite of mine at Frieze, which is very much the same sort of thing. It was made of eurethane, which is a two-part kit, and when you mix it, you have five minutes to pourbefore it gets truncated and solidifies into this gesture. It defies gravity in a way. The monuments were very much the same. The geometric works took this sterile idea of what Judd said, that minimal works should always be about the object and not about the subject. 
	 263, 13 November 2008_3: He wrote very didactic papers on what minimalism could be, and it couldn't be spiritual and it couldn't be an object thatsomeone could claim as their own, or an object that someone could try and personify -- Judd was completely against that. So these gang insignia and the marks I was making on these objects came out of that as well. It was a demarcation of what was possible beyond these ideas. It was a sign of an expression on something that had no possibility of ever having an expression. EM: And Formica in particular is that the odd combination of domestic and institutional... SR: Yeah, absolutely. EM: So do you feel like you're sort of lead by your materials to some extent? Do you find that the material dictates the shape that the piece will take? SR: A lot of people insinuate that, but I don't really think it's true. I believe that there's definitely something that's happened over the last 20 or 30 years -- artists simply don't make their own work, of course that's somewhat always been the case but conceptualism broke that down in terms of pre-planning something, pre-producing something so that the act of making it was never necessarily important. I actually love making work. I don't know if that makes me a materialist, but even if we're doing a big video shoot and we have a production team, and we're setting something up in order to shoot it -- I love that. I like working with all of the components that make a piece. I guess you could say I have a pretty firm background in woodshop etiquette, I grew up in Pennsylvania and we didn't really have art classes, but we had woodshop classes and welding classes and curriculums like that. EM: I can relate to that -- I also came from a shop background, and you get a different sense of the character of the material than if you started out approaching it as an art material. SR: Actually, that's quite good, because a lot of the heavier materials, like the eurethane and the woodwork are not as finessed. It's a utilitarian, makeshift device to get to a form. Sometimes it's very clumsy, sometimes it's heavy and over-wrought or overdone, but I think that's actually a good thing. It shows the essence of labour without really aggrandizing it. But it's weird -- I do think that lately a lot of people have been claiming that there is a puritanical materialist element to what I do and I don't think that's accurate. What I do is interdisciplinary. It's not as if film or video are particularly material. EM: At least the materiality of it is very different. I was wondering about the way you have, in a couple of the paintings upstairs, as well as in Frieze, these very clear suggestions of precise geometric forms rendered in a really imprecise way. It's interesting because it speaks about two diametric opposites in one very -- I want to say simple gesture, but it's not a simple gesture -- visually though it seems that way. SR: Right [laughs] but it is something that is somehwat clumsy and simple, I think. EM: I wouldn't say it's simple. It is something that is very easily and clearly communicated, though, without a lot of rendering. If you were to imagine that what you were looking at was a fuzzy TV screen -- like a monitor showing surveillance footage for example, to bring it back to the prison scenario you were talking about before, what you would be seeing or reading would be two precise geometric forms. But there is no filter in this case. It seems as though you're setting up a kind of imposed viewing structure, or an imposed reading of irregularity -- like that of video or TV, but using a painted surface.
	 263, 13 November 2008_4: SR: Yea, I guess that's true. A lot of those shapes are getting repeated, or have been getting repeated over the last couple of years, so in a way I imagine you could pick up on a kind of developing relationship there between these two institutionalized blank spaces, but I'm playing with a formal concept here: it's sort of an interiority vs exteriority scenario, where you're not really sure if they're blocks or if they're windows, are they features -- like eyes -- or are they basic shapes building up a kind of architectonic structure? It's an obsession that gets routinely explored in different ways. Some of them are geometric and straight; some of them are stilted and clumsy and have a soft edge. EM: That's interesting as well considering what you said before about Kubrick and this materiality of space -- it's a connection that I may not have picked up on right away, but there definitely seems to be something intriguing about this ambiguous monolithic form. SR: I went through a heavy theory programme -- or couple of programmes -- and it hurt! It's not as though I regret doing it, not at all, but I remember seeing other students whose work became illustrative of certain theories, ideas or philosophies from books and texts. I didn't really want that in my work. I didn't want to represent something so didactic and literal that you could just simply read it. That's something that I feel like I'm getting better at and trying to focus on -- especially by bringing in different influences that are not exclusively art historical or philosophical. EM: Would you say then that you start with an image or idea and try to obscure it? Or would you say that it's more a process of revelation? SR: I'd say it's more a process of revelation through abstraction. I know what you're talking about, but I mean I never go into a project having a wholeheartedly pre-determined idea about what it's going to be about. Ever [laughs]. I even started thinking about these Formica blocks this way a couple of years ago... I mean I never painted because I felt like painting occupied a particular place in a sort of hierarchy that placed it above other media and I didn't like that about it. But then I started doing all of these gestural spray paintings on these geometric forms, and it's horrific of me to say that that's any different from painting on a canvas -- I mean it's just painting on a more obviously three dimensional form as opposed to painting on a flat form -- and it was just dumb of me to say "No I'm not going to paint". So I approached these paintings in a very conceptual way that was largely based on the translucency of gang graffiti that I was seeing in LA. And the way that things would get built up but still maintain this sort of background foreground relationship. I thought it was interesting that it seemed like gang members always wanted to make sure it was still clear what was underneath. They didn't want to demarcate it so badly that you couldn't read what it was they were trying to defile. But after awhile of doing these paintings based on that, it just came down to the fact that I was enjoying painting for these formal reasons -- just these very simple ideas of space, background and foreground that had no relationship to gang insignia at all. So, you know, these things fluctuate. It's predictable in the sense that going into any project there's always a catalyst of some kind, but it never winds up being primarily about that. EM: Your paintings all seem to come back to central idea of disruption though. Whether it's a disruption of the physical surface of the painting, or a disruption of the language that surrounds a particular aesthetic, be it geometry or formalism, or whatever elements you incorporate. Each one seems to have a sort of foil to counteract it. I'm thinking of some of your nail polish paintings, in addition to what you were just saying about gang insignia -- you referred to the layering process as a kind of progressive defilement for example -- so I wonder if maybe this is a common thread.
	 263, 13 November 2008_5: SR: Well hopefully there's always a violation of some kind. That's just how I feel. Everything needs to be violated to some extent. So, in the last few years, this is why I have focused on this trilogy, to try and zero in on a few key concepts that I keep coming back to -- that my work persistently tries to violate. This last one, Spectrum Ripper, is very much about the sensibility of colour and the rainbow. EM: That brings me to your recent Raf Simons shop design project in Tokyo. SR: I have to admit, it was an odd project. EM: It strikes me, from the images that I've seen, that the actual space you started with was a very clean minimal space -- exactly the kind of space your work seems to "like" to disrupt. SR: It was [laughs]. Raf has been a good friend and supporter of mine for years, and originally when we started taking about this, he had asked me to think about designing a perfume bottle for Jil Sander, but when he asked me to design the store, I jumped on it. That said, I had to learn so much to do this project. I realized pretty quickly that I just couldn't treat it like an art project. It had these elements of what I do, but in all actuality it was a store. It was design, it was architecture. EM: So do you think of it more like a commercial project then? SR: Yeah, yeah... I think so. I mean, I don't know if I would align it with fine art. I'm trying not to think of it like that [laughs]. I'm sure that it'll lead to other projects though -- I mean, more fine art oriented projects on that kind of scale. Who knows? We'll see. EM: There have been in the last eight or nine years some real inroads made between the worlds of art and fashion and architecture through collaborations like this one. In many ways, those boundaries are being blurred. It's kind of widely accepted that it's the responsibility of every artist or designer or creative thinker in any discipline to push the boundaries of their field, but you can't push them away completely or there would be no distinction between these areas whose differences are in essence quite profound, and important. So at some point it almost becomes more about just calling attention to the intersections as meeting points that accentuate the differences in ways of working, critical approaches and so on, that address the positions of things as they are. There seems to be a distinct formal sensibility in the space itself -- not specifically as a retail space -- that seems very much related to ideas you had addressed in previous work. SR: When Raf came to me, he gave me the go ahead to do basically whatever I wanted. He gave me a budget to do some restructuring of the architecture as it was, and we wound up redoing the walls and a lot of the staircase. I had been doing these bleached fabric works at that time, soft sculptures using bleached fabric, and I came up with this simple principle that I wanted a negative version of that kind of pattern, and a positive version. So we wound up in the studio (in LA) bleaching about three hundred yards of fabric or something like that. And we would photograph every three yards as a hi-res digital image and then flip that into a negative version. So the negative version images were turned into wallpaper for all the walls and the ceilings of the first and second floor, and all of the pillars and the staircase and everything got that treatment as well. We then used the fabric that we had bleached to make the positive structures, the boxes that all the accessories and the clothing that the Raf Simons line would sit on. So it was somewhat simple. Just looking at the space, reconfiguring it a little bit and then giving it this kind of treatment. But the bleached fabric I had never thought about that way. I had never thought about it in a spatial way before. When you bleach fabric, you've violated the fabric. I made all of these sculptures at one point that were called Husband Sculptures, and they were based on this model of pillow or soft furnishings that were being sold as, well as husbands I guess, and sold to
	 263, 13 November 2008_6: students mostly. They had these kind of big arms you were meant to lean on, biomorphic and funny looking. Within that context it's a little creepy. EM: The idea of bleaching is a little creepy too. It's a really irreparable transformation -- more so even than painting. With paint or dye, even if it's an illusion, there's always this underlying possibility that you can wash it away. SR: With bleach it's permanent. It's like an inscription or a tattoo, [laughs] even more extreme than that, like a scar right in the tissue itself. Of course there was this satisfying sense of wanting to do something like that in a clothing store. Something basic like that -- those were my ideas -- but again I realized pretty quickly that I wasn't just making my own work. It had to be configured to work with someone else's personality and their ideas about design. And I think as far as Raf's concerned, among designers he's one of the most thoughtful, one of the most art savvy people. And he's never treated either the Jil Sander line or his own line as most other designers have treated their companies. That's always been nice. So when I started working on the store, that became a big issue, like how is Raf's work going to fit within this segment of design and architecture? And that's something that's been fucked up for the last eight or ten years by other architects that were trying to design museum or gallery spaces for art. So it's almost like putting a public sculpture out for a city or a town that doesn't want it. There are these violations that are going to happen, they creep up and come out according to people's likes and dislikes. I realized though, I mean it became extremely evident after the first couple of weeks working on this project that I was encountering the same sort of thing that I had a problem with, where a lot of architects were designing museums that would be horrible for showing art work. I mean, they would be amazing buildings, with amazing interiors, but as soon as you put the artwork inside them, the artwork would look like shit. EM: You have this inside out thing happening as well, where the artwork is dwarfed by the space, or competing for its identity. SR: Yeah, so it was a good exercise to work on that store -- and especially to work with them, because it helped me to get over a lot of biases or preconceptions I had about these different areas. EM: You were talking about the choice of textiles as your working medium -- I just want to come back to that, because it sounds like you were working in this I guess quite typical commercial arrangement that deals with space and the consumable and the relationship between them, and the artwork, your work, kind of mediating or acting as an intermediary between them. The spaceseems very minimal and stark, which is exactly what your work strives to undo.  SR: [Laughs] EM: But the fashion as well seems to be very self aware in that relationship. The processes that you chose seem to set these two elements off each other, literally tearing through the space. SR: That's like Dune terminology! [Laughs] "Ripping space". [Laughs] I hadn't thought about it like that before, but yeah, that's just about right. EM: It's funny, I'm thinking of those posters that you did that were sort of a call to arms against minimalism, but you have this propensity to return to those sensibilities -- whether in a situation like this with the Tokyo shop where you're working within or around them, or just referring back to them in your own artwork. But what you've done here (in the shop) seems to be quite a literal answer to the relationship you proposed in that series of posters...
	 263, 13 November 2008_7:   SR: Yeah, it is funny. I never realized that those posters were going to be so popular. But they have kind of been like the coined terminology for so many articles and so many critics. It's strange because it has labelled me as anti-minimalist and I'm not that at all. I just don't think that minimalism should be taught predominantly by Judd. I don't agree with these sterile terms of formand objecthood. EM: Were the posters then intended to be satirical? SR: Yeah, they were in a sense, but also trying to apply those kind of violent slang scenarios to suggest that minimalism can be like these other things. My mimimalism could be like a slanderous call to arms against detainment and repression. That's how I thought of the posters. They had this kind of ultimatum of subjecthood about them. It's not about objects, but about the containment and detainment and the oppressive effects that minimalism as an institution has on people. I think that that's way more liberating, to suggest that minimalism works, that it could have that kind of capacity as opposed to just being an object. EM: You've been talking a lot about prison and about gang culture as well. Your work in this context gives a sort of, urbane isn't the right word, but a very specific and cultured voice to graffiti. If you imagine this as being splashed on a minimalist monument of some kind, it lends a sort of credibility... SR: To the creed, so to speak. EM: Exactly. SR: I was criticized a lot, particularly in graduate school for being an outspoken idealist. I felt, and still do to some extent, that art has been homogenized into this sort of sloppy, obtuse phenomenon where nobody takes a stand, and that's just something that I didn't want to be a part of. EM: If you come from a strong theory background, there is a lot of pressure to be at once adherent and resistant to prevailing conventions. SR: Right, it's a dichotomy of criticism. EM: Right, sort of a double bind. There are certain rules in the conventions of art making that you don't talk about but you don't break. SR: Right, right. Exactly. EM: But there are other rules that are left in place specifically to be broken, these are maybe the boundaries that you are obligated in some ways to push that we were talking about before. SR: And whether you do that publicly or in private is something else entirely. EM: All of this discussion around transgression and disruption seems to keep bringing us back to this idea of prison. But you don't seem to deal with it literally or directly in your work.  
	 263, 13 November 2008_8: SR: The last show at MOCA, Supermax 2008 had a bit of imagery that was more specific, but like I said, I try to avoid being illustrative. In America, the Supermax penitentiary system, for example, no longer believes in correction. They only believe in containment. And to me, this is an "end-of-the-world" sensationalist fear that the United States has about criminal behaviour, but it's also telling. If we're not correcting anymore, we're only detaining without hope, what the fuck are we doing? EM: So this brings us back to the beginning, back to this concept of occupying space in a transitional way, and the relationship between the detainment facility and the art gallery as this kind of terminally occupied/unoccupied space. SR: I don't know how I feel about this anymore, because the art market has aligned art with luxury goods, but in a weird way, the gallery is always changing. It's a system that is perpetually bringing things in and sending things out. It never stagnates. But whether one is more positive or constructive than the other I don't know. The revolving door policy of the contemporary art gallery is very similar to the revolving door policy of the prison system... [laughs] Actually, no, it's not similar. It's not similar at all. Maybe as an allegorical reference, the sort of "in and out" in a contemporary or commercial gallery is one thing, but the museum context is something completely different again. They are forever collecting and keeping and archiving work. They catalogueand study and organize their collections so that they can continue to expand. It becomes about value through history. Perharps like the Supermax system. [Laughs] EM: There is a specificity of the nature of the artwork though, and I'm not sure how this fits into that idea of value and history, that applies specifically to its interpretation, and not just in a temporal way. Paul Virilio refers to this idea of picnolepsy or a picnoleptic gap, which is a moment where time doesn't apply. SR: Yeah, I'm somewhat familiar with this idea. EM: You could look at an artwork for 30 seconds or three hours, but the impression in theory anyway is both instantaneous and enduring. So there is an interesting possibility presented by the proposition of detainment in that gap. SR: Definitely. I still think of art that way. I mean it's both a little vague and optimistic, but I believe that art has that capacity. There is the occasional artwork that I'll come around to, that maybe I didn't think that I liked right off the bat, but visually speaking, I'm pretty instantaneous in my response.EM: There is an interesting sort of shift that takes place in the gallery space upstairs between the objects, these monolithic objects depicted in the paintings and the objects on the floor. There's a perceptive space between these objects, and then you sort of find yourself in the middle of it. The space between the viewer and the artwork in that sense is an interesting space to occupy. SR: There's a trajectory there that's meant to be a kind of a stepping-stone. The positioning of these works relative to each other is something I always try and play with, whether it's positioning things in front or behind each other, or next to each other, the way they are configured is obviously so important in how they are read. I try to arrange them so you have these kind of eclipse moments, I guess. I'm not precisely sure what that does, or why -- for example, those works weren't intended to be read together as such. But then after having had them sit in the studio together in such close proximity, it became obvious that they really lent themselves well to being read together.
	 263, 13 November 2008_9: It became possible for that kind of eclipse to happen, so there is an inbetween space where they can be read as separate works, but where you as a viewer will also create these sight lines which connect these things. I think that's quite nice. A little further to the right, or a little more offset and those lines are broken and they are right back to being four separate pieces. That comes back to the question you asked earlier about revelation: this structure allows for a step into the space of the paintings from the composition of the works on the floor.  Emily McMehen is an artist and writer living and working in London. She is currently pursuing a PhD in Fine Art at Goldsmiths.



